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COMMITTEE 

 
AGENDA 

 
4th Meeting, 2017 (Session 5) 

 
Wednesday 27 September 2017 

 
The Committee will meet at 10.00 am in the Sir Alexander Fleming Room (CR3). 
 
1. Decision on taking business in private: The Committee will decide whether 

its consideration of its draft Preliminary Stage report should be taken in private 
at future meetings. 

 
2. Pow of Inchaffray Drainage Commission (Scotland) Bill: The Committee will 

take evidence on the Bill at Preliminary Stage from— 
 

Jo Guest, Commissioner, and Hugh Grierson, Commissioner, Pow of 
Inchaffray Commission; 
 
Alastair McKie, Partner, Anderson Strathern; 
 
Shirley Davidson, Solicitor, McCash & Hunter. 
 

3. Pow of Inchaffray Drainage Commission (Scotland) Bill: The Committee will 
give preliminary consideration to the admissible objections lodged. 

 
4. Pow of Inchaffray Drainage Commission (Scotland) Bill (in private): The 

Committee will consider the evidence on the Bill given at item 2. 
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Pow of Inchaffray Drainage Commission (Scotland) Bill Committee 

4th Meeting, 27 September 2017 (Session 5) 

Evidence from the Promoters 

Background 

1. The Committee took oral evidence from the Promoters of the Bill on 24 
May 20171.  

2. Following that meeting the Committee received a written submission 
from the Promoters of the Bill which responded both to issues raised during 
the meeting on 24 May, and to a letter from the Convener sent on 25 May 
2017 which can be seen at Annexe A. The submission from the Promoters 
can be seen at Annexe B. 

3. At its meeting on 21 June 2017 the Committee agreed to take further 
oral evidence from the Promoters. 

4. On 28 August 2017 the Committee published a newly received 
supplementary written submission from Tom Davies, who is also one of the 
objectors to the Bill. On 13 September the Committee received a written 
submission from Scottish Natural Heritage, specifically relating to beaver 
management issues. Copies can be seen at Annexe C. Those, and all other 
written submisisons received on the Bill, can be found on the Committee’s 
webpage.2  

5. The Committee attended a fact-finding visit to the Pow of Inchaffray on 8 
September 2017, hosted by the Promoters. One of the objectors, Tom Davies, 
attended the visit as an observer. A note of the visit3 has been published on 
the Committee’s webpage. 

Next steps 

6. Following the evidence from the Promoters on 27 September 2017, at 
the same meeting, the Committee will also give preliminary consideration to 
the three admissible objections4 to the Bill which have been lodged.  

7. The Committee plans to next meet on 25 October 2017 and, if required, 
1 November 2017, to consider its draft Preliminary Stage report to Parliament.  

                                            
1
 Pow of Inchaffray Drainage Commission (Scotland) Bill Committee. Official Report, 24 May 

2017. Available at: http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=10979. 
2
 Written submissions to the Pow of Inchaffray Drainage Commission (Scotland) Bill 

Committee. Available at: 
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/parliamentarybusiness/CurrentCommittees/104907.aspx. 
3
 Note of site visit on 8 September 2017. Available at: 

http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/Pow%20of%20Inchaffray%20Drainage%20Commission%2
0(Scotland)%20Bill/Note_of_site_visit_080917.pdf. 
4
 Objections lodged to the Pow of Inchaffray Drainage Commission (Scotland) Bill. Available 

at: http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/parliamentarybusiness/CurrentCommittees/104909.aspx. 

http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=10979
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/parliamentarybusiness/CurrentCommittees/104907.aspx
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/Pow%20of%20Inchaffray%20Drainage%20Commission%20(Scotland)%20Bill/Note_of_site_visit_080917.pdf
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/Pow%20of%20Inchaffray%20Drainage%20Commission%20(Scotland)%20Bill/Note_of_site_visit_080917.pdf
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/parliamentarybusiness/CurrentCommittees/104909.aspx
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Clerk 
Pow of Inchaffray Drainage Commission (Scotland) Bill          

Annexe A 
 

Text of a letter from the Convener of the Committee sent to the Pow 
Commission on 25 May 2017 
 
Following your evidence session at the Committee meeting on 24 May 2017 
the Committee would welcome a response to the following issues (in addition 
to all the points you committed to responding to during the meeting)— 
 

 the 75% resolution according to land acreage (section 9) allows the 
Commission to move the boundaries of the sections of the Pow 
(section 3(5)). This would appear to make it possible to rearrange the 
sections and potentially alter the balance of power between the 
sections of the Pow quite significantly and without any third party 
oversight. The Committee would welcome comment on this; 
 

 could you outline how much you think the beaver barrier discussed at 
the meeting on 24 May is likely to cost and how much of it will be 
covered by grant funding; 
 

 are there any statutory bodies charges that you are aware of, or can 
anticipate, that might be passed on to heritors; 
 

 you stated that the £300,000 figure for the assumed value per acre of 
residential land did not reflect the economic downturn. Could you clarify 
the year or years that were used to for this valuation; and 
 

 could you set out your thoughts and possible options for dealing with 
data collection issues to allow publication of the register of heritors.  
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Annexe B 
 

Written submission from the Pow Commission to the Clerk of the 
Committee, received on 12 June 2017, responding to issues raised at the 
meeting on 24 May and the Committee Convener’s letter of 25 May 2017 

 
We thank you for (1) your email dated 24 May 2017 and also (2) the 
Committee Convenor’s letter dated 25 May 2017 to the Commissioners, both 
of which set out a number of points and matters on which the Committee has 
requested further information.   
 
Your email dated 24 May 2017 
 
For your convenience, we set out below the matters to which you wished a 
response in bold together with the Promoter’s answers in red. 
 
Consultation process – could you please send copies of the following: 
consultation document; consultation responses; minutes of public 
meetings and any other information about how the consultation was 
conducted etc that is not in the accompanying documents;  

Promoter’s Response 

The Commissioners’ Consultation Paper May 2016 was forwarded to you by 
email on 25 May 2017.  
 
The Commissioners held three public meetings in the Gask Hall.  The first 
meeting was held on 2 March 2015 and letters of invitation were sent out to 
the heritors and householders, details of whom were held by McCash & 
Hunter, the Clerk to the Commissioners, and who received annual 
assessments.  The letters advised that the Commissioners wished to provide 
information to and consult with the farmers and householders who benefit 
from the Pow and enclosed a paper setting out the background and the 
Commissioners’ proposals (see attached (1)).  At this meeting an invitation 
was extended to two of the Balgowan householders to attend the next 
Commissioners’ meeting as observers.  There follows an excerpt from the 
Commissioners’ meeting held on 9 March 2015: 
 

“Hugh Grierson [Commissioner] reported that apart from the 6 
Commissioners, approximately 25 heritors attended the meeting, the 
majority of whom were residents of Balgowan, also [the contractor].  
Hugh had chaired the meeting and Jo Guest [Commissioner] had 
explained why amending legislation was needed.  [The contractor] 
provided information concerning the works that had been carried out to 
the Pow.  While the general tone of the meeting was friendly and 
constructive, there had been some sharp questioning.  The main point 
which arose was a concern for more transparency as to the annual 
maintenance programme and how the funds raised are used.   
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The Commissioners invited questions and comments from [the two 
observers].  The Commissioners intend to hold good their undertakings 
given at the heritors’ meeting to increase the amount and level of 
information provided to the heritors and thanked [Mr A] for his offer to 
seek to compile a list of householders’ e-mail addresses so that the 
Commissioners can send information to him from time to time and he in 
turn will undertake to circulate this to the householders. 
 
The Commissioners agreed to compile a list of agricultural heritors’ e-
mail addresses with a view to similarly notifying them. 
 
It was agreed to instruct [the drafters] to include in the Bill an increase 
in the number of Commissioners from six to seven, one of whom to be 
a householder. 
 
It was agreed that a further heritors’ meeting should be held, agreed to 
be on Monday 11 May.” 
 

On 10 March 2015 Mr A corresponded with Mr J Guest in connection with the 
Balgowan householders’ plans including calling a local meeting on 4 April to 
discuss the creation of a formal residents’ association.  He also indicated that 
the consensus was that the older Sawmill cottages should be included in the 
residents’ association due to their proximity (adding that they had been invited 
to and attended a number of community events).  He offered to circulate the 
minutes of the meeting of 9 March to the householders. 
 
Mr A also offered to circulate the agenda for the public meeting to be held on 
11 May 2015 (see attached (2)) to the Balgowan residents.  This was also 
sent to the other heritors.  Subsequently Mr J Guest sent minutes of this 
meeting in draft to Mr A and incorporated his comments before finalising the 
minutes (attached (3)) which Mr A circulated to the Balgowan householders, 
and which McCash & Hunter sent to the heritors. 
 
The next public meeting was held on 17 June 2016.  Correspondence with Mr 
A in April 2016 advised him of the Commissioners’ intention to circulate a 
Consultation Paper and to hold another meeting in the Gask Hall.  Hugh 
Grierson advised Mr A that he would be happy to attend the Balgowan 
residents’ AGM which was to take place on 27 May 2016 to answer questions 
from householders.  Mr A replied that he would mention this in an e-mail to 
residents to “give them a heads up”. 
 
The Consultation Paper was sent out first class to the heritors and the 
householders with a covering letter in the middle of May 2016. 
 
Two versions of the letter are attached, one sent to those people who already 
received assessments and the other to those who had not received 
assessments (see attached (4) and (5)).  This letter also invited the 
consultees to a public meeting in the Gask Hall on 17 June 2016.  The 
Consultation Paper and similar covering letter were also sent to the Burrelton 
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and District Community Council, the East Strathearn Community Council, the 
Luncarty Community Council and the Methven Community Council. 
 
An advertisement for the public meeting was inserted in the Courier and 
Advertiser newspaper. 
 
Notes of the meeting are attached (see attached (6)).  These were not 
circulated to heritors or residents.   
 
Seven written responses were received and responses were sent out (see 
attached (7)). 
 
Attachments (3), (6) and (7) are redacted as they contain personal data. 
 
Future assessments - details of how the Bill will affect agricultural and 
residential assessments. 

Promoter’s Response 

We attach (see attached (8)) an example “Calculations of Chargeable Value 
and Budget Summary (based on a £20,000 budget)”. This covers both a 
hypothetical agricultural and residential property. We also attach (see 
attached (9)) an anonymised annual assessment list for the heritors, which 
shows the 2016 assessment and that under the Pow Bill. 

Debt amount – details of the amount of outstanding debts, broken down 
by agri and residential (and confirmation of the 5 year time bar).   

Promoter’s Response 

We set out below the amounts of outstanding debts in the last 5 years. The 
agricultural heritors have no unpaid assessments. 
 

 2012 £1,440 

 2013 £3,810 

 2014 £5,100 

 2015 £5,040 

 2016 £6,090 
 
In terms of statutory time bar, recovery of these debts is governed by the 
Prescription and Limitation (Scotland) Act 1973. Under this Act, the debts 
would (on the Promoter’s understanding) be extinguished unless (1) the 
Promoter has not already obtained a decree (which they have not) or (2) the 
debtor had not made a payment on the debt during the last five years or (3) 
the debtor had written to the creditor admitting that they owe the debt during 
the last five years.  
 
Debt recovery – does the bill allow for old debts to be pursued (under 
the 1846 Act) and, if so, how – and also if so, is there any intention to do 
so 
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Promoter’s Response 

Section 1(3) of the Pow Bill, if enacted, would entitle the Promoter to raise 
legal proceedings against any debtors for debts (which have not prescribed) 
incurred whilst the 1846 Act was in force. Such legal action would only be 
taken following legal advice and a policy decision of the Commissioners in 
relation to the cost effectiveness of such legal action.  In the event that the 
Pow Bill is passed, then the Promoter considers it unlikely that legal 
proceedings would be taken in relation to old debts and in making such a 
decision the prospect of recovering the debt and costs associated with that 
recovery would be important considerations in deciding whether to proceed.  It 
is also important to note that the Commission’s legal expenses in any 
proceedings which were not recovered would have to be shared amongst all 
heritors. 
 
Appeal mechanism – why is the 1846 Act provision dropped? Will 
consideration be given to providing an appeal mechanism in the Bill. 

Promoter’s Response 

The Promoter did consider maintaining the appeal mechanism in the Pow Bill. 
However, having regard to the practicalities and to balancing the the interest 
of individual heritors against the interests of the heritors as a whole, the 
Promoter concluded that on balance an appeal procedure should not be 
included albeit in key areas (revaluation under section 11 and amendments 
under section 12) heritors would have the protections discussed below.  
 
Specifically – 
 

 The theoretical basis for calculating a heritor’s assessment under the 
Pow Bill is essentially the same as under the 1846 Act (based on 
assessing the “benefit” of the POW to the heritor). However, the 
mechanics are quite different in that the values underpinning the 
calculation are expressly set out in the Pow Bill. 

 As you will have appreciated, under the annual assessment calculation 
method in the Pow Bill, the only annual variable in the calculation is 
the amount of the Commission’s budget. The underlying valuations are 
set out in Schedule 4 of the Pow Bill subject to the 
revaluation/amendment procedures in sections 11 and 12. 

 In the Promoter’s view, this significantly limits the potential scope for 
challenge when compared with the 1846 Act. Under the new 
mechanism, the only matters a heritor might seek to challenge are 
error in an assessment, the setting of too high a budget, or the amount 
of revaluation/amendment under sections 11 and 12. Each of these 
matters is addressed below. 

 the Promoter considers that the framework provided in the Pow Bill is a 
cost effective system for all involved having regard to the relatively low 
individual assessments payments payable by most heritors 
(particularly house owners) and the fact that the Commission’s legal 
expenses in any individual court appeal would have to be shared 
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amongst all heritors (including the aggrieved heritor). This would 
increase each heritor’s assessment, potentially by a significant 
proportion given the likely relative costs of legal action versus a year’s 
budget. 

 
An aggrieved heritor would of course still be able to apply to the courts for 
judicial review. This procedure was not available in this form at the time of the 
1846 Act, although the Promoter recognises that in practice this would be a 
last resort. 
 
Setting too high a budget 

Other than error (see below) the grounds for a heritor challenging an 
individual assessment under the Bill would be that the Commission had set 
too high a budget.  
 
“Too high” in that context would mean either that the Commission had 
included expected expenditure which it had no power to incur, or that its 
expectation of authorised expenditure was quite unreasonable. However, 
heritors would not be obliged to pay a share of “unlawful” expected 
expenditure and a decision of the Commission may be challenged by way of 
judicial review. 
 
Furthermore, as the Commissioners are chosen by the heritors, and they are 
all (assessment paying) heritors themselves or their representatives, the 
Promoter considers that in practice it is highly unlikely that the Commission 
would unreasonably overestimate future expenditure.  
 
Including a procedure for challenging the next year’s budget (which 
necessarily has to be set reasonably near the end of the current year) could 
risk significant delay in finalising assessments and create cash flow problems 
for the Commission. In addition, any costs incurred by the Commission in 
responding to a challenge would ultimately be shared by the heritors 
themselves. 
 
Given the relatively small sums of money involved, in the Promoter’s 
considered view, to include a statutory challenge procedure would be 
disproportionate to any benefit to an individual heritor.  
 
By way of background, the Promoter is not aware of any appeals ever having 
been made under the 1846 Act, and specifically can confirm there have been 
no appeals in the last 30 years.  
 
It is of course possible that a factual mistake could be made in an annual 
assessment. This could range from a simple arithmetic mistake to the 
incorrect measurement of the acreage of the heritor’s land. In practice, the 
heritor concerned would resolve this directly with the Commission, and a 
heritor would not in any event be legally liable to pay a sum that is incorrectly 
calculated. 
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Sections 11 and 12  

As regards revaluation of assumed values etc., the Promoter recognises that 
not providing for appeals to the court against a determination of an 
(independent) surveyor appointed by the Commission under sections 11 and 
12 may at first sight appear less beneficial to heritors when compared with the 
appeal procedures in the 1846 Act.  However, having considered the 
provisions of the 1846 Act, together with alternative solutions, the Promoter 
believes that in practice heritors’ interests are well protected by the provisions 
of the Pow Bill, for the following reasons: -  
 

 the surveyor, like the 1846 “Valuator”, is appointed by the Commission 
but it is the surveyor, not the Commission, who makes the 
determination; ;  

 the surveyor is to be a member of the RICS professional body (rather 
than simply a “skilful and impartial person” as provided in the 1846 
Act);  

 similar in effect to the 1846 Act, heritors can make representations (but 
direct to the surveyor);  

 the surveyor must have regard to such representations when carrying 
out a revaluation  

 in practice, the valuation issues are not considered to be particularly 
complex;  

 if a right of appeal to the courts were included, valuation questions 
would in any event likely to be subject to expert advice from similarly 
experienced surveyors.  
 

In the note for the heritors’ meeting on 2 March 2015 that is attached (page 3 
under paragraph Periodic Revaluation, first paragraph) reference is made to a 
proposed right of appeal to an independent surveyor for a heritor who is 
dissatisfied with a revaluation notice.  We should explain that the calculation 
method had not been addressed in detail at that time.  However, the new 
calculation method was subsequently developed with the assistance of the 
parliamentary draughtsman commissioned by Anderson Strathern, and this 
method, now included in the Bill, was adopted by the Promoter.  This, in turn, 
led to the decision to exclude a right of appeal to an independent surveyor 
from the Pow Bill for all the reasons set out above.  
 
Overall 
 
Dismissal of Commissioners – any further comment on this issue and 
whether the Bill could be amended to include a mechanism for this;  
 
Promoter’s Response 

This is not a matter that the Promoter has previously considered. 
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The Bill could certainly be amended to include a mechanism for this, but the 
Promoter is not clear how this would work in practice to the benefit of heritors 
generally. 
 
The Commissioners act as one body, the Commission, and as such do not 
have individual powers. In that respect, dismissing an individual 
Commissioner (as opposed to dismissing the majority of the Commissioners) 
is unlikely to benefit heritors. In any event, as you appreciate, the 
Commission, who are chosen by heritors in the first place from amongst their 
number (or their representatives), can dismiss Commissioners in certain 
circumstances (paragraph 13(2) of Schedule 2). No doubt if heritors had 
concerns that a particular Commissioner should be dismissed they would 
raise this with the Commission.  
 
If however, the heritors wished to dismiss all, or the majority, of 
Commissioners, the Commission may not agree to do this. However, it is 
difficult to envisage the practical circumstances in which the majority of 
heritors would want to do this. Because the Commissioners must be heritors 
(or their representatives), the interests of the Commissioners are generally 
aligned: maintaining the Pow and doing so in a cost effective way. 
 
We would also need to consider whether heritors should only be able to 
dismiss Commissioners for their own section or whether a majority (or 
qualified majority) of heritors should be able to dismiss any heritor. If the 
former, it would limit the effectiveness of the procedure in allowing the 
majority of heritors to replace the majority of Commissioners. If the latter, the 
heritors for the section in which the Commissioner is dismissed could simply 
reappoint the same Commissioner if they wished. 
 
Overall, therefore, the Promoter would prefer not to include such a 
mechanism. 
 
Conditions of being a Commissioner – clarification that a Commissioner 
cannot remain in position if they cease to be a heritor, and where in the 
Bill it states that this is the case.   
 
Promoter’s Response 

As you are aware, paragraph 13(2) (a) of Schedule 2 of the Pow Bill provides 
that the Commission “may” terminate a Commissioner’s appointment if the 
Commissioner, or where the Commission is a heritor’s representative, the 
heritor the Commissioner represents, has ceased to be a heritor. It is difficult 
to imagine circumstances in which the Commissioners would not exercise this 
power, or indeed why someone who has ceased to be a heritor would wish to 
carry on in what is an unpaid office. However, there is no reason in principle 
why the Bill could not be amended to require the Commissioners to terminate 
an appointment in those circumstances. 
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The Committee Convenor’s letter dated 25 May 2017 

For your convenience, we set out below the on matters to which you wished a 
response in bold together with the Promoter’s answers in red. 
 
The 75% resolution according to land acreage (section 9) allows the 
Commission to move the boundaries of the sections of the Pow (section 
3(5)). This would appear to make it possible to rearrange the sections 
and potentially alter the balance of power between the sections of the 
Pow quite significantly and without any third party oversight. The 
Committee would welcome comment on this. 

Promoter’s Response 

Section 9 of the Pow Bill as applied to Section 3(6) provides that in order to 
alter the boundaries between the sections of the Pow this must be by a vote 
of the heritors who “represent at least 75% of the sum of the chargeable 
values of all the heritors’ land”. The test is intentionally linked to “chargeable 
values” and not simple land area owned by each heritor. 

Under the assumed values per acre as set out in Schedule 4 of the Pow Bill, 
the chargeable value of the agricultural land would be 62.4% and the balance 
would be residential with a very small commercial component.  

The 75% test is difficult to meet and designed to prevent one interest being 
dominant. Looking to the future, the amount of agricultural land in the 
benefited area cannot be increased. Farmland in this area is very dependent 
on subsidy to be profitable and the outlook does not look encouraging and this 
is likely to affect value. There remains the possibility of more housing being 
constructed in the benefited area so in the long term there may be an 
increase in the relative chargeable value of residential properties.  

The Promoter believes that a simple “one heritor one vote” system would not 
be robust as it could potentially be manipulated by heritors subdividing their 
land as each time an area of assessed land is divided, the owner of each part 
of what was one assessed property becomes a heritor. It would be relatively 
simple for the owner of a field or plot to divide ownership between nominees 
who would each become heritors with equal voting power to all the other 
heritors.  

Could you outline how much you think the beaver barrier discussed at 
the meeting on 24 May is likely to cost and how much of it will be 
covered by grant funding;  

Promoter’s Response 

It is anticipated that each beaver barrier would comprise a heavy duty 
galvanised steel top hung swinging gate set in a galvanised steel frame. The 
gate would be prefabricated before being positioned in the Pow. In order to 
hold the gate in place and prevent it being undermined by beavers, it will need 
to be set in a combination of pre cast concrete slabs and rock armour. The 
barrier will need to be extended on each bank by approximately 100 metres of 
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fencing which will need to be dug in to prevent beavers forming tunnels under.  
At this early stage there are no costings but it is expected that the work for 
two barriers might cost in the region of £10,000. 
 
This estimate could be increased by professional costs if Scottish Natural 
Heritage’s grant funding procedure means that drawings and specifications 
have to be prepared and a tendering exercise conducted instead of 
negotiating a price with the contractor who has done all the work on the Pow 
for over 30 years.  
 
Installation of the barriers is likely also to require consent from SEPA. This 
may involve carrying out additional ecological survey work with associated 
costs and payment of fees which will further increase the cost. 
 
SNH have indicated that grant funding may depend on there being legal 
agreements with the owners of the land on which the beaver barriers would 
be erected.  This is likely to involve three owners. The cost of the agreements 
would include the Pow Commission’s legal and agents’ professional costs. 
The landowners’ professional costs would also require to be reimbursed. 
 
At this early stage the indications are that SNH would grant fund the whole 
cost but this has yet to be confirmed.    
 
Are there any statutory bodies charges that you are aware of, or can 
anticipate, that might be passed on to heritors. 

Promoter’s Response 

In 2013 the Pow Commissioners obtained a licence from SEPA for “dredging 
of Inchaffray Pow and tributaries”. At present there are no recurring fees to 
utilise the licence. The anticipated costs of complying with the statutory 
protection of beavers are referred to above.  Until recently there were no fees 
or other costs associated with statutory compliance in order for the 
Commission to carry out its functions. There are already regulations which 
could result in fees and additional costs for the Pow including Construction 
Design and Management, Health & Safety and wildlife legislation.  It seems 
more likely than not that the level of fees and costs for statutory compliance 
will increase in the future. The Commission’s only source of income to meet 
these costs is the assessment levied on the heritors. 

You stated that the £300,000 figure for the assumed value per acre of 
residential land did not reflect the economic downturn. Could you clarify 
the year or years that were used to for this valuation;  

Promoter’s Response 

All the “assumed value per acre” set out in the second column of the table in 
Schedule 4 of the Pow Bill are 2016 values and were determined by 
Chartered Surveyors through a robust analysis of the sale price of 
comparable land in the area. Since then the value of this type of residential 
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land has been stable. Agricultural values have also been broadly stable 
although perhaps more fragile in that there are fewer strong under bidders.   

Could you set out your thoughts and possible options for dealing with 
data collection issues to allow publication of the register of heritors.  

Promoter’s Response 

We assume that this question concerns data protection and not “data 
collection” but please confirm. 

To date the Promoter has not considered that is necessary to make the full 
Register of Heritors available to the public particularly as the land plans will be 
made available and this can be achieved as set out in evidence at the 
Committee Meeting of 24 May 2017 by way of a minor amendment to Section 
15(1)(a) and (b) of the Pow Bill.  

The Promoter’s concern with making the full register of heritors available, 
which includes personal data of heritors, would be compliance with data 
protection legislation (the Data Protection Act 1998, to be replaced by the EU 
General Data Protection Regulation) and associated administrative costs. 

Enc. 
 

1. Note for heritors’ meeting at Gask Hall at 6pm on 2 March 2015 
2. Agenda for heritors’ meeting 11 May 2015 
3. Minute of heritors’ meeting on 11 May 2015 
4. Cover letter to heritors re consultation (May 2016) 
5. Cover letter to those not previously sent assessments re consultation 

(May 2016) 
6. Note of meeting  re consultation on 17 June 2016 
7. Seven consultation responses and replies by the Clerk to the 

Commissioners  
8. Sample calculations 
9. Anonymised annual assessments list. 
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Annexe C 
 

Supplementary written submission by Tom Davies (published 28 August 
2017) 
 
1. Within the Promotors Memorandum (para 14, p4) it states 'it is vitally 
important that the pow is maintained to prevent flooding in the area'. I have 
read through the bill and can see no reference to flooding, in fact the word 
seems impossible to find. Therefore it appears the Commission, who have 
used the flooding argument in the heritors meetings and the memorandum 
have no obligation to protect any property from flooding or if any property 
does flood, have any duty to complete the necessary works to manage the 
pow to remove the cause of the flood. This seems remarkable given it is 
considered 'vitally important'. I ask the question - why make such a strong 
case yet not include any responsibility on the commission to manage the flood 
risk or commit to carrying out remedial works on the pow in the event of a 
flooding event.  

2. The bill is not written in plain language nor does it contain easily 
understood detail regarding the likely costs to heritors of the new bill. 

3. The bill includes provision to appoint a surveyor but doesn't explicitly 
state how this professional will be independent of the commissioners.  

4. A new commissioner from the Balgowan development is proposed - this 
is welcomed. However, this individual would not be able to veto any proposal 
the commissioners make (within their legal powers) due to the voting 
arrangements. Therefore, in reality the new commissioner appears to be 
powerless. 

Written submission from Scottish Natural Heritage, 13 September 2017 

Background 

SNH was made aware in the late winter of 2016-17 of issues arising from the 
presence of beavers for some land managers farming on the low gradient 
land drained by the Pow of Inchaffray. There is currently sporadic tree felling 
by beavers and the landowners have an informal programme of dam removal 
to maintain drainage. 

SNH made contact with the Pow Commission in February 2017 and our 
advisor made an accompanied site visit in March where she saw some of the 
tree cutting and damming that the beavers had done. During that visit she 
noted that that the Pow and its farmed hinterland may, because of the shape 
of the catchment and ‘pinch points’ for access for beavers from the River 
Earn, be a suitable site to trial techniques for excluding beavers from certain 
areas of land. She was aware of SNH/SG proposals to fund trial novel 
management techniques to assess their application as longer term beaver 
management options.   
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Proposal 

The concept is that by installing a beaver-proof gate on the watercourse the 
animals’ former free movement in the watercourse will be hampered. In order 
to by-pass the obstruction caused by the gate in the water, an animal is forced 
out of the watercourse and onto dry land where beavers are both vulnerable 
and, by their nature, nervous. Beaver-proof fencing erected from the gate in 
the water out across land thus causes the animal to stray further from the 
water and, being distant from water, they simply turn around and go back. 
While unlikely to be effective for 100% of the time, the water-gate and fence 
provides land managers with a deterrent to beavers seeking to enter the area.   

This fencing proposal offers a suitable trial of novel mitigation work and so 
was discussed with Jo Guest representing the Pow Commissioners. Should it 
go ahead the exclusion would benefit a number of landowners and deter 
beavers from a farmed area of long, flat ditches and limited tree and scrub 
cover.  

Funding 

In early September SNH received cost estimates from the Commissioners for 
the bespoke exclusion devices, and will be discussing the potential level of 
any funding support or its availability with the Scottish Government before 
reverting to the Pow Commissioners. 

 

 
 

  
 

















































































8 SAMPLE CALCULATIONS OF CHARGEABLE VALUE AND BUDGET SUMMARY

Sample calculation of chargeable value for agricultural heritor

Reference Property Heritor

1846  

Rateable 

Value

2016 

Rate 

Poundag

e

2016 

Assessme

nt Net VAT

Total 

Area 

(acres)

Land Class Acres

2016 Agri 

Value/acr

e

Subtotals

2016 

Gross 

Agri 

Value

2016 Value 

/acre with no 

Pow

Net 

value/acre 

with no Pow

2016 

Chargeabl

e Value

Draft rev 

Rate 

Poundage

Draft new 

Assessment 

Net VAT

2 £0

3.1 £0

213.77 3.2 62.9 £4,500 £283,050

4 100.8 £3,000 £302,400

5 50.07 £2,500 £125,175 £710,625 £500 £106,885 £603,740 £0.00188 £1,135.03

Sample calculation of chargeable value for residential heritor

Reference Property Heritor

Current 

Rateable 

Value

2016 

Rate 

Poundag

e

2016 

Assessme

nt Net VAT

Plot Area 

(acre)

Unserviced 

Development 

Site Value/acre

Gross 

Site 

Value

Value/acr

e with no 

Pow

Net 

value/acre 

with no 

Pow

2016 

Chargeab

le Value

Draft rev Rate 

Poundage

Draft New 

Assessment 

Net VAT

1000 Pow View, Tibbermore Mr and Mrs Smith £8.57 17.50 £150.00 0.14 £300,000 £42,000 £500 £70 £41,930 0.00188 £78.83

Budget Summary

TOTAL AGRICULTURAL ASSESSMENT (A) £6,651,923

TOTAL RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL ASSESSMENT (B) £3,994,770

TOTAL ASSESSMENT ( A + B = C ) £10,646,693

ANNUAL POW BUDGET SET BY COMMISSION (D) £20,000

RATE POUNDAGE ( D divided by C ) £0.00188

TOTAL AGRICULTURAL ANNUAL PAYMENT £12,495.75

TOTAL RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL ANNUAL PAYMENT £7,504.25

TOTAL ANNUAL PAYMENTS £20,000.00

17.50 £1,057.53999 Greenacre Farm Methven Greenacre Farming Company £60.43



BUDGET SUMMARY

TOTAL AGRICULTURAL ASSESSMENT (A) £6,637,788

TOTAL RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL ASSESSMENT (B) £3,994,770

TOTAL ASSESSMENT ( A + B = C ) £10,632,558

ANNUAL POW BUDGET SET BY COMMISSION (D) £20,000

RATE POUNDAGE ( D divided by C ) £0.00188

TOTAL AGRICULTURAL ANNUAL PAYMENT £12,485.78

TOTAL RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL ANNUAL PAYMENT £7,514.22

TOTAL ANNUAL PAYMENTS £20,000.00





Schedule of annual assessments

1846 Act Bill

Reference

2016 

Assessment 

Net VAT

Draft New 

Assessment 

Net VAT

1 £150.00 £78.87

2 £150.00 £112.67

3 £150.00 £90.14

4 £150.00 £101.41

5 £150.00 £95.77

6 £150.00 £95.77

7 £150.00 £101.41

8 £150.00 £95.77

9 £150.00 £90.14

10 £150.00 £90.14

11 £150.00 £107.04

12 £150.00 £140.84

13 £150.00 £90.14

14 £150.00 £84.50

15 £150.00 £78.87

16 £150.00 £84.50

17 £150.00 £101.41

18 £150.00 £152.11

19 £150.00 £107.04

20 £150.00 £101.41

21 £150.00 £135.21

22 £150.00 £90.14

23 £150.00 £90.14

24 £150.00 £90.14

25 £150.00 £112.67

26 £150.00 £112.67

27 £150.00 £112.67

28 £150.00 £90.14

29 £150.00 £50.70

30 £150.00 £22.53

31 £150.00 £22.53

32 £150.00 £22.53

33 £150.00 £16.90

34 £150.00 £28.17

35 £150.00 £28.17

36 £150.00 £22.53

37 £150.00 £22.53

38 £150.00 £22.53

39 £150.00 £22.53

40 £150.00 £101.41

41 £150.00 £78.87

42 £150.00 £73.24

43 £150.00 £107.04

44 £150.00 £90.14

45 £150.00 £22.53



46 £150.00 £112.67

47 £150.00 £22.53

48 £150.00 £84.50

49 £150.00 £84.50

50 £150.00 £101.41

51 £150.00 £22.53

52 £150.00 £90.14

53 £150.00 £101.41

54 £50.96 £22.53

55 £99.05 £22.53

57 £131.25 £339.85

75 150.50 £276.05

86 £112.67

87 £304.22

88 £185.91

89 £338.02

90 £264.78

92 £332.38

93 £90.14

94 £84.50

95 £73.24

96 £56.34

97 £84.50

98 £56.34

99 £61.97

100 £78.87

101 £107.04

102 £84.50

103 £67.60

104 £28.17

105 £8.38

106 £225.34

TOTAL RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL £8,381.76 £7,514.22



Schedule of annual assessments

1846 Act Bill

Reference

2016 

Assessment 

Net VAT

Draft new 

Assessment 

Net VAT

£442.98

£1,135.64

£227.23

£159.60

£41.38

£614.62

£196.66

59 £281.05

62 £77.00

61 £135.62

60 £23.62

65 £1,076.43

64 £259.53

63 £876.05

56

58

£262.50

£1,057.53



£1,233.95

£326.92

£1,078.05

£697.41

£479.19

£106.28

£30.10

£168.92

£213.06

£63.01

65 £1,076.43

68 £547.75

67 £527.45

66 £470.93

71 £22.57

70 £22.40

69 £1,534.57

74 £95.02

73 £380.45

72 £262.67

76 £350.00



£1.30

£51.26

£353.24

£170.42

£110.15

£3,571.96

£173.71

£114.37

£173.25

£387.80

77 £34.82

76 £350.00

£187.77

84 £37.10

85

83 £142.63

82 £222.60

81 £2,390.50

80 £62.13

79 £49.52

78



£532.33

£18.81

TOTAL AGRICULTURAL £11,778.01 £12,485.78

 

91

£187.7785
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Pow of Inchaffray Drainage Commission (Scotland) Bill Committee 

4th Meeting, 27 September 2017 (Session 5) 

Consideration of objections 

Private Bill procedure 

1. The Pow of Inchaffray Drainage Commission (Scotland) is a Private Bill. 
A Private Bill is introduced by a promoter, who may be a person, a company 
or a group of people, for the purpose of obtaining particular powers or benefits 
that are in addition to, or in conflict with, the general law.  

2. Private Bills are subject to a three Stage process— 

 Preliminary Stage: Committee consideration of the general principles 
of the Bill and whether the Bill should proceed as a Private Bill and 
preliminary consideration of objections; Parliament debate on general 
principles and whether a Bill should proceed; 

 Consideration Stage: Committee consideration of the details of the 
Bill, including amendments and all remaining objections; and 

 Final Stage: Parliament’s consideration of amendments to the Bill and 
a decision whether to pass or reject it.1 

Objections 

3. If individuals deem the Bill to affect their interests adversely, they have 
the right to lodge ‘objections’ to the Bill and make direct representations to 
Parliament. The objection period for this Bill ran from 18 March 2017 to 16 
May 2017.2 There were three admissible objections lodged.  

4. The Committee will give preliminary consideration to these objections on 
27 September 2017. This involves the Committee coming to a view on 
whether each objection clearly demonstrates that the objectors interests are 
adversely affected by the Bill.   

5. The objections can be viewed at the Annex and on the Scottish 
Parliament webpage, at the following link— 

http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/parliamentarybusiness/CurrentCommittees/
104909.aspx. 
 
Committee consideration 

6. The test that the Committee must apply is whether the objector's 
interests would be clearly adversely affected by the Bill. An objection does not 
pass this test just because an objector's interests are clearly adversely 
affected by the 1846 Act and/or by the current system of management of the 
Pow by the Commission. 

                                            
1
 Private Bills Procedure. 

2
 Information leaflet for objectors to Private Bills.  

http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/parliamentarybusiness/CurrentCommittees/104909.aspx
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/parliamentarybusiness/CurrentCommittees/104909.aspx
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/Bills/29669.aspx
http://www.parliament.scot/S5PrivateBillsProposals/Information_leaflet__for_Objectors_to_Private_Bills.pdf
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7. Factors that the Committee may wish to consider in determining whether 
the objectors’ interests are clearly adversely affected include, but are not 
limited to,— 

 whether there will be a direct financial impact; 

 whether the charging scheme proposed is fair; and 

 whether there is a risk of future increases. 

Action 

8. Under the terms of Rule 9A.8.2 of Standing Orders, the Committee is 
required to— 

“… give preliminary consideration to the objections, if any, and shall 
reject any objection where the objector’s interests are, in the opinion of 
the Committee, not clearly adversely affected by the Private Bill.” 

Next steps 

9. If an objection is not rejected at this point in the process, it goes forward 
for full consideration at Consideration Stage (should the Bill get to that stage). 

10. Following its preliminary consideration of objections on 27 September 
2017, the Clerk to the Committee will contact all of the objectors to inform 
them of the outcome.  

11. If any objections are rejected at Preliminary Stage, the Committee would 
have the option of taking the views of those objectors into account at 
Consideration Stage in the form of written views, and of inviting anyone who 
has submitted written views to give oral evidence to the Committee.  

Clerk 
Pow of Inchaffray Drainage Commission (Scotland) Bill 
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          Annexe 
 
POW OF INCHAFFRAY DRAINAGE COMMISSION (SCOTLAND) BILL  
 
ADMISSABLE OBJECTIONS RECEIVED BY 16 MAY 2017 
 
OBJECTION 1- GARETH GJ BRUCE 

I Gareth George James Bruce hereby object to the Pow of Inchaffray 
Drainage Commission (Scotland) Bill being promoted by The Pow of 
Inchaffray Commissioners.  
 
My objection is to the whole Bill.  
 
My grounds of objection are as follows: 
 

1. The Bill makes mention of benefiters with the benefiters being 
properties whose land drains into the burn. My property is too far away 
from the burn for water to drain into the burn.  
 

2. The Bill makes mention of the Balgowan houses benefitted area and 
there is a plan showing the properties involved which includes mine 
which sits at the side of the Perth to Crieff road at the furthest point 
away from the burn on the plan.  Although benefiters are defined as 
those whose land drains into the burn there is no mention in the Bill of 
distances from the burn of the properties concerned-clearly my 
property is such  a distance that no water drains into the burn.  
 

3. The Bill makes mention of difference in property values between the 
value with the burn and the values if the burn was not there to prevent 
flooding.  These values have apparently been given by a surveyor but 
as my property has never flooded how can fictitious values be used?  
 

4. No account has been taken in the Bill of a drop in property values due 
to such a Bill being imposed on the residents. Clearly if my house has 
a levy to pay that will make it harder to sell and will reduce the value. 
There should be a provision in the Bill for the Commissioners to 
compensate householders for a fall in the value of their property due to 
the effects of the Bill.  
 

5. The Bill allows an assessment to be made based on the total forecast 
costs and the difference in values shown in the document. Surely 
properties close to the burn who could be flooded by the burn should 
pay more than properties who have no chance of being flooded by the 
burn.  
 

6. Why does the Council Tax already being paid by households not pay 
for maintenance of the burn? 
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7. There is nothing in the Bill to cap charges. If the Commissioners decide 
on works which will benefit the inheritors which the inheritors approve 
large costs could be levied on the benefiters.   There needs to be a cap 
on charges and a fairer way of calculating them. 
 

8. There needs to be a mechanism to ensure properties like mine are not 
classed incorrectly as benefiters. 

 
9. Why is this Bill necessary now after no levies being paid by previous 

owners of my property? 
 

10. If the households are hit with this levy then flooded there is no 
provision in the Bill for the Commissioners to compensate households 
for the failure to prevent the flooding.  
 

11. The feudal system was abolished in Scotland many years ago.  If this 
Bill is passed this will be a return to the feudal system with rich 
landowners benefiting to the detriment of cash strapped families. 

OBJECTION 2 – RUSSELL AND SUSAN BIJUM 

Firstly, we would like to state that we object wholeheartedly to the entire Bill 
that is being proposed please. The crux and the facts of the matter seems to 
be that, when people purchased their properties in Manor Kingdom, it is in 
their deeds that they must contribute a monthly amount to help with the up 
keep of the pow. This is because the estate is built on a flood risk area and is 
situated downhill and near the pow, some houses are literally bordering the 
water way.  

The outcome of the meeting that was held in Findo Gask village hall some 
time ago, was that some home owners have been paying and some have not. 
This appears on the surface to be completely unfair – and rightly so – that 
some have been paying and others have not. My understanding is that some 
people’s solicitors ‘did not inform them’ that they had to pay this, and thus 
have now became disgruntled, immature and have refused to pay out, as a 
‘matter of principle’. Again, this is unfair on those that have paid substantially 
over the last few years. Now, the gripe that we and our neighbours have is 
that we do not and have never had this monetary contribution in our deeds, 
we are not liable because of this and we are situated a lot further away from 
the pow, approximately 120 metres and considerably ‘uphill’ so there is 
literally no element of flood risk. 

This Bill is to involve our properties along with Manor Kingdom to spread the 
cost so the farmers don’t have to keep footing the Bill. We do not believe this 
to be fair and just, as we are not legally required due to our deeds not 
requiring it, and we are a very, very long way from the water. It is my firm 
belief that this issue would not have arisen if Manor Kingdom residents had 
paid what they should be paying. Blaming incompetent solicitors is not a 
reasonable excuse in our opinion, and if they had been paying their due, the 
farmers would not be out of pocket and feel the need to bring this to 
parliament. The age of the Bill and it needing updating is by the by to be 
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honest, Manor kingdom residents should accept their terms and conditions 
and pay what is due. They need to take responsibility. 

Additionally, the proposal is to look at the size of the plot a house is sat on to 
calculate their contribution if this gets through. We live in a small bungalow on 
a small household income, however, the garden is quite large, potentially 
larger than some of the huge detached houses in Manor Kingdom. This 
means, on an already tight budget we would have to find a larger sum of 
money than some residents who are closer to the pow, have a house 
two/three times larger than ours but they could actually pay the same or less 
than we do.  

If we believed it to be a fair and proper process and that we would be 
impacted by the pow etc. we would put our hand up to help with the costs if 
reasonable, but it is wholly unfair in our opinion. 

Manor Kingdom need to take a responsible and adult approach and ‘hold their 
hands up’ and not punish the rest of us.  

We understand the commissions’ perspective and situation, but I submit that 
the Bill should be altered to not include ourselves and the row of bungalows 
we live in, uphill from the pow, and to focus on the Manor Kingdom estate 
exclusively. 
 
OBJECTION 3 - TOM DAVIES 
 
Objection to the Pow of Inchaffray Drainage Commission (Scotland) Bill 
I am writing to register my objection to 3 parts of the above Bill. The reasons 
for my objection along with the specific parts of the Bill I object to are detailed 
below. However, before doing so I will explain briefly my interest in this Bill. 
 
I am a resident of Balgowan estate, a housing estate built immediately 
adjacent to the Pow and am a Heritor. My home is no more than 20 metres 
from the Pow and my family and I have lived here for almost 7 years. When 
we moved to this home, we were unaware of the nature of the watercourse 
known as the Pow and did not know we were expected to pay towards the 
maintenance of the Pow until we received our first invoice for payment. I have 
however, come to understand the purpose of the Pow and its history and I 
understand and accept I have to contribute towards its maintenance. My 
request is that this contribution is both fair and appropriate to me, which I 
don’t think the current Bill makes provision for. 
 
My objection is to parts of the Bill, not the whole Bill. The parts of the Bill I 
object to along with my justification is detailed below: 
 

1. Objection to Part 1, Section 3: this part of the Bill refers to the extent 

of the benefitted land and references the maps which support the Bill. I 

cannot and have not seen any justification for the areas deemed as 

benefitting from the Pow. Whist I agree that the land within the defined 

area likely benefits from the Pow, there is no evidence to support this 
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that I have seen. Also, there appears to have been no re-assessment 

of the land which was included or wasn’t included as land which 

benefitted from the Pow under the previous act. This land appears to 

have been carried forward into the new bill without re-assessment.  

 
When assessing the maps associated with the Bill it is appears there 
are a number of buildings (both private dwellings and agricultural units) 
along with areas of farmland and forestry which are in close proximity 
to the Pow and in some cases immediately adjacent to the Pow. How 
this land has been excluded is unclear to me.  
 
Therefore, I would like a re-assessment of the land to establish which 
land and properties genuinely benefit from the Pow, so that the cost of 
maintenance is fairly proportioned and divided equally amongst all 
those who derive benefit from the Pow. This reassessment must 
consider how properties benefit from the Pow. For example, my house 
benefits from the drainage the Pow provides as the treated waste water 
discharged from the treatment works on the estate flows into the Pow. 
However, there is no evidence to suggest that my house is protected 
from flooding by the Pow. Despite my property being immediately 
adjacent to the Pow, the land has been raised prior to construction of 
this house. The agricultural land directly opposite is not raised and 
floods periodically. Therefore, the benefits are different and this must 
be distinguished in any re-assessment. 
 

2. Objection to Part 2, Section 10: this part of the Bill details how the 

annual charge to heritor’s will be calculated. The annual budget 

prepared by the commissioners is part of the calculation of the annual 

charge. Therefore, the annual charge may fluctuate according to the 

budget for works. It also may be influenced by the need to build a 

financial reserve to account for extraordinary expenditure. I am deeply 

concerned by this section of the Bill. My concern is that the 

commissioners, who are unelected, will have the power to raise my 

annual Bill to whatever they see fit based on their assessment of the 

needs of the Pow and the potential building of a contingency fund. My 

ability to veto this payment will be nil.  I think this is a short sighted 

position which relies on the benevolence of the commissioners and I 

object to this position in the strongest possible terms. I would like there 

to be a mechanism to restrict annual increases to maintain affordability 

for home owners like me. I have raised this specific point in the both 

the public meetings and in writing to the commissioners. Each time my 

fears have been rejected. I have been told that as the commissioners 

also pay the annual charge they are unlikely to increase it significantly*. 

My response, was and is, if that is the case, please include it in the Bill 

with a formal mechanism. However, this doesn’t appear to have been 

included.  
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*See Promotors Memorandum, Meeting 17 June 2016, point 56, page 
11 & 12. 
 
There is a significant difference between myself and the 
commissioners. I own a three bedroom semi-detached home, which 
was built on this estate to provide some smaller homes amongst the 5 
bedroom homes which dominate the estate. I am not a landowner who 
is seeking to derive an income from the farmland around the Pow, or 
ensure it is maintained in good agricultural condition so it is eligible for 
Basic Payment (or whatever subsidy will exist post CAP). Essentially, I 
do not want to be paying substantial amounts of money, which may 
increase on an annual basis to potentially unaffordable levels, to help 
pay for maintenance work which doesn’t in any way benefit me but is 
only for the benefit of a farmer whose principle concern is the wetness 
of his fields - I do not think this is fair. I think this element of the Bill is 
far from future proofed and needs careful and considered thought to 
ensure essential maintenance is provided for, but substantial levy 
charges are restricted. 
 

3. Objection to Part 2, section 10: My final reason for objection is the 

proposal in the Bill to recover any outstanding and unpaid ‘promotion 

costs’ as detailed in part 2, section 10, sub point 10 & 11. I consider 

this proposal unfair on the basis that it is seeking to enforce the terms 

of the repealed Bill. The previous Bill was outdated and unfit for its 

intended purpose through the passage of time and new legislation. 

Therefore, it seem peculiar to attempt to enforce it through this new 

legislation. The premise for calculating the annual charge is now being 

revised, how then can the calculations under the previous Bill be seen 

to be appropriate or fair? This very point is made in the written 

documentation written by the commissioners prepared for the meeting 

for the heritor’s on the 2nd of March 2015: ‘The 1846 act ….does not 

have any mechanism for revaluation of the land after the initial 1846 

improvement scheme. In response to this concern the commissioners 

are proposing to promote legislation in the Scottish Parliament to 

enable a revaluation to take place’. If that is the case, I think it is totally 

inappropriate for the values under the 1846 to be recovered through 

the new legislation.  

As a final point, for context and background to my concerns I wish to say 
that I have engaged with the commissioners throughout this process, both 
at the consultation meetings and through written correspondence. 
However, I have found no sympathy or recognition for any of the points I 
have raised. The consultation was not a formal consultation, in as much it 
did not adhere to the standard of consultation I would expect of a potential 
act of parliament. For example, I have requested a note of all the 
comments received through the consultation with an indication of how 
these comments were considered and incorporated into the new Bill. I 
have never received this information.  There has also been various 
comments, both said in the public meeting and in the written 
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communication from the commissioners explaining that the Pow is 
essential to ensure my home does not flood, yet there was no evidence to 
support this position, nor has there been any forthcoming. This point is 
again repeated in the Promoters Memorandum (page 4 section 14). Given 
the destructive nature of flooding, it is right to carefully consider whether or 
not it is a risk; however, without any evidence to support these claims it is 
a surprise to me that it has been repeated. This has also left me 
wondering if there are any other assumptions surrounding the Pow which 
are accepted without evidence.  
I am by no means an expert on the issues which affect the Pow and the 
Bill. In that knowledge I entrust my objection to the committee and accept I 
may have misunderstood the Bill. If so, I would be happy to receive 
assurances that my fears over unaffordable annual charges are unfounded 
and there is appropriate provision in the Bill to protect me and my 
neighbours from such an outcome.  
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